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The aim of the research is to carry out the comparative 

analysis English and Kazakh sentences.

The aim determines the following objectives:

-to learn theoretical material concerning types of sentences 
in English and Kazakh languages and their functional 
aspect;

-to compare type of sentences in English and Kazakh 
languages;

-to find common features in English and Kazakh sentences;
-to find differences in English and Kazakh sentences.



The subject of the research is the types of 

sentence in English and Kazakh languages, while 

the object is the different types of sentences in 

English and Kazakh languages.

The topicality of the course paper is comparative 

analysis between two different languages is carry 

out.



The used methods are: descriptive, comparative and contrastive analyses.

The theoretical value is that types of  English and Kazakh sentences have 

been analyzed, their characteristic features, their main types, similarities 

and differences are regarded which is very important to compare different 

languages on the bases of contrastive analysis. 

The practical value comparing  types of sentence in English and Kazakh 

languages might help  students to learn foreign languages in a proper way.

The course paper consists of an introduction, theoretical and practical 

parts, conclusion, bibliography and appendix.



 Compare types of sentences in English and Kazakh 
languages

According to  types of 
communication

According to structure

Declarative

Interrogative

Imperative

Exclamatory 

Simple

Compound

Complex



I am happy.  Мен бақыттымын.

Please tell me the real reason why you came here?
Сен осынде не үшін келдін?

What a beautiful sunrise!
Əттеген –ай, қандай əдемі күннің шығуы!

Please give me that book.
Маған анау кітапты əпер.

Declarative, Interrogative, Imperative,  Exclamatory 



- Juan (subject) plays (verb) football every afternoon.

    Джон (subject) футболды күн сайын ойнайды (verb).

 

- I (subject) tried (verb) to speak Spanish, and 

my friend (subject) tried (verb) to speak English.

    Мен (subject) испан тілінде сөйлесуге тырысамын (verb), ал менің     

досым (subject)  ағылшын тілінді сөйлесуге тырысады (verb). 

- After they (subject) finished (verb) studying, Juan (subject) 

and Maria (subject) went (verb) to the movies.

    Сабақты оқып болғаннан кейін (verb) , Джон жəне Мария (subject) 

кино көруге кетті  (verb) .

Simple, Compound and Complex



The only differences  in English and Kazakh 

sentences  in their structure. The typical 

word order for a Kazakh sentence is 

Subject-Object-Verb, which is different from 

that of English.



Thank you for your attention!


